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ABSTRACT: Label-free biosensing based on metallic nanoparticles supporting localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPR) has recently received growing interest (Anker, J. N., et
al. Nat. Mater. 2008, 7, 442−453). Besides its competitive
sensitivity (Yonzon, C. R., et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126,
12669−12676; Svendendahl, M., et al. Nano Lett. 2009, 9,
4428−4433) when compared to the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) approach based on extended metal ﬁlms,
LSPR biosensing features a high-end miniaturization potential
and a signiﬁcant reduction of the interrogation device
bulkiness, positioning itself as a promising candidate for
point-of-care diagnostic and ﬁeld applications. Here, we
present the ﬁrst, paralleled LSPR lab-on-a-chip realization
that goes well beyond the state-of-the-art, by uniting the latest advances in plasmonics, nanofabrication, microﬂuidics, and surface
chemistry. Our system oﬀers parallel, real-time inspection of 32 sensing sites distributed across 8 independent microﬂuidic
channels with very high reproducibility/repeatability. This enables us to test various sensing strategies for the detection of
biomolecules. In particular we demonstrate the fast detection of relevant cancer biomarkers (human alpha-feto-protein and
prostate speciﬁc antigen) down to concentrations of 500 pg/mL in a complex matrix consisting of 50% human serum.
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highly sensitive transducing mechanism. Namely, surface
propagating EM waves called surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) exhibit extraordinary sensitivity to the refractive index
interfacial changes at the boundary between metal and
dielectric. However, the activation of this transducing
mechanism requires rather complex supporting optics, due to
the inability of SPP excitation by freely propagating light.4
Moreover, already involving sophisticated optics, the expansion
toward parallel, real-time mode of operation showed in most of
the cases the inverse relation between number of detection
channels and the device overall performance (e.g., signal-tonoise and limit of detection), per se.5 These are the main
factors that inhibit straightforward implementation of SPR for
in-ﬁeld applications (out-of-the-lab), especially when it comes
to sampling of very complex media (e.g., body ﬂuids).
Therefore, to overcome the miniaturization limit of 100 μm2
due to the propagating nature of SPPs and device bulkiness,

he biosensing community has long been striving for an
idealistic device consisting of high sensitivity, speciﬁcity,
selectivity, and parallel real-time detection, coupled with low
production and operational costs. In addition this device should
be both environmentally and user-friendly and be portable,
robust, and resistant to a wide range of external conditions
(temperature, electromagnetic (EM) radiation, humidity),
among other things. On the road toward this biosensing
“Holy Grail”, contemporary technology has been able to deliver
numerous classes of biosensors that are focused on a particular
application or niche in the biosensing market; however, no such
device currently exists that delivers all or most of these
requirements. Among these, optical biosensors operating in a
label-free format have positioned themselves as very promising
candidates owing to the inherent properties of light. Speed,
inertness to external interferences, and almost unlimited
bandwidth for data transfer has made light a preferred choice
of transduction. With the advent of nanotechnology, especially
in the ﬁeld of plasmonics, surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
technology revolutionized the biosensing ﬁeld in the last two
decades. The gold standard status of SPR is owed largely to its
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Figure 1. Description of the sensing platform: Schematic of the ﬂow and control layers consisting the microﬂuidic chip (a) and ﬁnal connected chip
(b). The inset shows a standard SEM image of the plasmonic gold sensors. Scale bar = 200 nm. (c) Overview of the optical setup.

biosensing system stalled, mainly due to the high degree of
complexity involved. Here, we demonstrate the ﬁrst generation
of a parallel LSPR biosensing platform with increased
throughput, speed, and real-time analysis that can be almost
immediately transferable to a clinical or pharmaceutical
environment.
In this speciﬁc implementation, we focus on a simple
periodic arrangement of gold nanorods immobilized on a glass
substrate in line with the demonstration by Chen et al.28 Figure
1 (inset) presents a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a portion of a typical nanorod array. A detailed
description of the nanofabrication procedure is given in the
Supporting Information. To ensure the independence of all
nanoparticle arrays, precise sample delivery and isolation
among arrays is achieved by a polydimethoxysiloxane
(PDMS) polymer-based microﬂuidic interface actively controlled by micromechanical valves (MMV).29,30 The active
control allows switching the microﬂuidic network function
between various modes of operation that will be used during
the diﬀerent steps in the sensor preparations and sample
interrogation. Additional information about the PDMS device
construction and operational principles can be found in the
Supporting Information and refs 29, 30, and 37. Finally, once
the PDMS chip is prepared, it is aligned over the plasmonic
glass substrate, where distributed nanoparticle arrays coincide
within predetermined regions inside 8 individual channels
(Figure 1a). Once the ﬁrm bond between PDMS and glass
substrate is obtained, the device is ready to be mounted and
connected to the controlled, liquid delivery module as shown in
Figure 1b.
The optical setup used to monitor the chip consists of a
homemade microscope in a bright-ﬁeld transmission conﬁguration equipped with scanning detection combined with a
visible−near-infrared (VIS-NIR) light source and a spectrometer (Figure 1c). The spectrometer, cameras, and the scanning
system are controlled via an in house, developed Labview
interface, which also handles data acquisition, analysis, and the
real-time display of the results. The system performs extinction
peak and centroid tracking31,32 of distributed sensors at a
sampling rate of 10 Hz limited by the current read-out time of

metallic nanoparticles supporting localized surface plasmon
resonances (LSPR) have been initially identiﬁed as the next
generation of optical label-free biosensors mainly due to the
extreme sensor miniaturization to the scale of a single
nanoparticle. Just recently, single nanoparticle sensors have
been run in the multiplex scheme and are capable of resolving
even single protein binding events.6−10 Nevertheless, from the
practical point of view, there is a consensus that nanoparticle
ensemble schemes are a more appropriate biosensing format.11
Intrinsically involved spatial averaging by tracking an ensemble
instead of isolated nanoparticle, at least from the statistical
point of view, contributes to biological relevance of the
acquired data, together with the relaxed constraints of
nanoparticle morphological variations, simpliﬁed optics, faster
data acquisition, and improved signal to noise ratio. Coupled to
the inherent property of direct excitation of LSPR with freely
propagating light relaxes signiﬁcantly the complexity of the
optics in comparison to SPR. The resonant optical signature of
nanoparticle ensembles (substrate conﬁned or free in solution)
is utilized to enhance the read-out in what is called a plasmonic
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).12−15 Finally, the
strong ﬁeld conﬁnement in metallic nanostructures renders
metallic nanoparticles advantageous when considering shallow
refractive index changes as in the examples of biomolecular
detection2,3 and eliminates the need for a typical thermal
stabilization as in the SPR case. While there are obvious
upsides, one ﬁnal consideration must be given to the substrate
nanostructuring cost, which initially was an inhibition in
relation to commercial success. However, this cost is constantly
dropping, as new parallel nanofabrication procedures are
emerging and thus overcoming the cost-ineﬀectiveness of
electron beam lithography and focused ion-beam approaches.16−18 While prior eﬀorts of LSPR biosensing development were focused toward identifying the optimum nanoparticle conﬁguration for maximum detection sensitivity
(nanoparticle pairs,19,20 Fano-resonance supporting particles,21,22 nanoshells,23,24 ﬂow-through nanoholes25−27), real
life applications required an advanced liquid sample handling
interface compatible with the peculiarity of the detection
principle. Actually, the realization of a competitive LSPR
2637
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Figure 2. Schematic of the sensing approaches used for the detection of the analyte of interest where (a) a biotin−avidin is used to link the receptor
and (b) carbodiimide chemistry is used.

Figure 3. Parallel biosensor chip (LSPR response) for dose-dependent detection of streptavidin across all channels (zero not shown). The inset
shows a schematic of the binding step in this case.

our spectrometer. The software displays separately the real-time
sensograms of up to 32 individual sensors and assesses the
reaction kinetics parameters. Simultaneously, the real-time
response of the device is summarized in a single plot, showing
the resonance shift for each of the sensing sites. This helps to
control and guide the sensor preparation as well as the preview
of the detection results. For more details see the video in the
Supporting Information.
Preparation of the biorecognition layer is done mainly once
the opto-ﬂuidic device is assembled, with the exception of the
formation of the self-assembled monolayers (SAM) which are
done prior to the PDMS−substrate alignment and bonding.
This step can, in principle, be also done once the chip is
assembled. In Figure 2, we show two diﬀerent approaches
consisting of a biotin−poly(ethylene glycol) or alternatively 11mercaptoundecanoic acid monolayer. Both can be used to
anchor receptors to the sensor surface in order to achieve
speciﬁc detection of the corresponding target molecule. As can

be seen from the schematic, both approaches allow us to detect
the antigen of interest (cancer markers) either in a direct
format or alternatively using a secondary polyclonal antibody in
the sandwich format.
To ﬁrst demonstrate the versatility of our sensing platform,
we obtain a streptavidin calibration curve where we determine
the sensor response as a function of streptavidin concentration
in buﬀer by its interaction with nanoparticle arrays decorated
with biotin. The streptavidin detection is a common choice for
biosensing proof-of-concept tests mainly due to its extremely
fast kinetics and aﬃnity with biotin. Additionally, since one of
the strategies for preparation of biorecognition layers consists
of streptavidin immobilization step as a building block, from the
obtained streptavidin calibration curve and reaction kinetics we
can deduce the optimal parameters for the streptavidin-based
antibody immobilization techniques. The opto-ﬂuidic device is
operated in two modes: buﬀer ﬂows from one common inlet
dividing equally into all 8 channels, or simultaneous ﬂow from
2638
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Figure 4. Comparison of two sensing approaches: Parallel biosensor chip (LSPR response) for the direct detection of model analyte in 50% human
serum by loading the sensor with an unmodiﬁed receptor using the EDC/NHS approach (left) or a biotin conjugate of the same receptor (right).

individual inlets corresponding exclusively to particular
channels. These inlets are carrying various concentrations of
streptavidin (from 0, 1, 10 up to 100 000 ng/mL). The realtime response of 24 selected sensors is monitored, and once all
displayed stable base-lines, the detection mode is engaged by
opening the valves connecting individual inlets to the sensing
chambers. Figure 3 displays the ﬁnal complete response across
all 8 channels during exposure to streptavidin solutions,
established after a buﬀer rinse to wash oﬀ any loosely bound
molecules and to establish the measurement end-line. For a
demonstration of such binding, see the video in the Supporting
Information.
A clear sigmoidal dose-dependence is observed with an
averaged coeﬃcient of variation (CV) across all data points less
than 1.5%, displaying the highly reproducible and accurate
measurement for every sensor simultaneously within the chip.
The dashed line represent a sigmoidal curve ﬁt (Hill type),
which we use to conservatively deﬁne limit of detection (LOD)
as the EC10 value. This is deﬁned as the eﬀective concentration
to yield a 10% value of the maximum signal. Thus, the LOD as
deﬁned by this method is found to be 17 ng/mL. From the realtime curves, the minimum tested concentration of 1 ng/mL is
already resolved after only 900 s, making it unnecessary to
prolong the assay to the end (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). This implies that, even lower concentrations can
be detected, at the expense of the assay time. Finally, from the
calibration curve, we can identify the minimum streptavidin
concentration that will almost saturate the sensor surface
during 900−1800 s exposure as the optimum parameters for
the biorecognition receptors immobilization via avidin−biotin
modiﬁcation methods and in this case is 10 000 ng/mL.
Essential operational parameters of the sensing platform such
as reproducibility and repeatability were demonstrated ﬁrst with
a model system using immunoglobulins (IgGs) from both
rabbit and goat before moving to cancer marker detection and
in particular alpha-feto-protein (AFP) and prostate speciﬁc
antigen (PSA). All sensors inside the chip were saturated with
the optimal concentration of streptavidin followed by a biotin
conjugate of the receptor until saturation was achieved (as in

the case of streptavidin). With the sensor now prepared, human
serum was allowed to ﬂow both to passivate all channel surfaces
and to equilibrate the sensors for the detection of the analyte
step to follow. Figure S2 in the Supporting Information
summarizes the various binding events (streptavidin and biotin
receptor) or passivation of the channel materials by serum and
the associated LSPR reproducibility for 16 separate measurements across 8 channels. The multiplexing capability of the chip
is evident, allowing for a good CV on the order of 7% or lower
for the 16 measurements and also across the diﬀerent stages in
the sensor preparation. The averaged CV for the three steps
equates to 5.4%. Thus, we were conﬁdent to proceed with the
analyte detection step since all sensors within the chip behaved
in an analytically excellent and acceptable manner.
At this stage we investigated the response of the chip to the
model analyte IgG and its ability to be detected in complex
matrix, such as serum. Figure 4 shows the results of direct
detection of analyte in 50% human serum (direct detection
without the sandwich step). What is initially apparent is that
concentrations as low as 10−100 ng/mL of analyte could be
resolved with this method. This is a level deemed clinically
relevant for measuring cancer markers in serum. However, it is
worth noting that, while detection of larger concentrations
gives an instantaneous LSPR change, low concentrations
cannot be distinguished from the “zero” control at very short
analysis times as the kinetics is slowed down due to
competition with the abundant serum constituents. Thus, in
this case we chose 30 min as the appropriate time whereby we
detect signiﬁcant changes above the serum control for a
concentration of 10 ng/mL. If we again apply the Hill type
sigmoidal ﬁtting analysis, the LOD in this case (at EC10) was
extracted to be 60 ng/mL. We also assessed the sensor
performance for the detection of IgG using an alternative
strategy for immobilizing the receptor, as previously outlined in
the schematic of Figure 2b. In this case we used the standard,
well-known carbodiimide approach for linking the receptor
directly to the surface without the need for prior conjugation to
biotin. As a consequence, the biotin monolayer has been
replaced by 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid. We used an EDC/
2639
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Figure 5. Parallel biosensor chip (LSPR response) for the detection of AFP and PSA cancer markers in 50% human serum.

antibody receptor is directly linked to an 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid prepared monolayer on the gold arrays; cancer
markers at various concentrations are injected and monitored in
50% serum, and detection is completed by using secondary
polyclonal antibodies. First, considering AFP (blue curve), we
can clearly measure small variations in concentration of AFP in
50% human serum well below the clinically signiﬁcant level
(500 ng/mL). The smallest discernible concentration we could
measure above the background was deemed to be 500 pg/mL,
which represents picomolar levels (10−12 M) of AFP (Figure S4
in the Supporting Information). The linear range (EC20-EC80)
of this sensor is wide (5−1000 ng/mL), and as can be seen
from the data for each concentration the averaged coeﬃcient of
variation across all concentrations is very low (2.4%) showing a
very reproducible measurement for up to three independent
sensors per channel. Fitting of the data also returns a very
acceptable R squared value of 0.998, further highlighting the
repeatability and reproducibility of this parralel approach for
measuring a complete working range of any speciﬁc analyte of
interest simultaneously.
To further illustrate the universal nature of our biosensing
platform for detection of alternative markers, we also
demonstrate (green curve) the complete detection of prostate
speciﬁc antigen and the ability to quickly detect analyte in the
ng/mL range in a matter of minutes with excellent
reproducibility (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information).
The linear range for PSA can be determined to be lying
between 10 and 100 ng/mL, again based on the EC20−EC80
parameter. A Hill type ﬁtting of the data reveals an excellent R
squared value of 0.9994, and this is coupled to an excellent
coeﬃcient of variation for each point with the averaged CV of
1.3% (n = 18). The lowest concentration attainable was found
to be 1 ng/mL, which gives a suﬃcient signal above the
background level. To shift the LOD to lower concentrations, it
is possible to load the surface of the sensor with a lower
quantity of receptor. However, we observed a decrease in
absolute signal and a slight modiﬁcation of the linear range.
Therefore, a proper optimization of this parameter is necessary
for each particular case according to the level of concentrations
needed to be detected. Nevertheless, this current level of

NHS combination for the activation of the carboxylated
monolayer for the subsequent binding of the receptor (see
the Supporting Information for details). By this approach we
did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant change in sensor performance; i.e.,
linear range and detection levels were on the same order with
an excellent coeﬃcient of variation noted. Fitting of both these
curves with the usual Hill-type sigmoid shows excellent ﬁtting
to the data with both coeﬃcient of determination (R squared)
values greater than 0.998 (0.9989 vs 0.9993). This high
goodness of ﬁtting further highlights the compatibility of our
microﬂuidic chip to various sensing strategies and chemical
approaches. The real-time curves for the individual concentrations can be seen in Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information.
To test our LSPR sensing platform in the frame of cancer
diagnostic and treatment follow-up, we investigate two diﬀerent
clinically relevant molecules, such as AFP and PSA. In men,
nonpregnant women, and children, AFP (70 kDa) in the blood
can mean certain types of cancer, especially that cancer of the
testicles, ovaries, stomach, pancreas, or liver is present. High
levels of AFP may also be found in Hodgkin’s disease,
lymphoma, brain tumors, and renal cell cancer. In most cases
the levels in aﬀected patients are in the 500−1000 ng/mL
range. 33,34 The prostate-speciﬁc antigen is a 34 kDa
glycoprotein produced almost exclusively by the prostate
gland and is a member of the kallikrein-related peptidase
family. It is present in small quantities in the serum of men with
healthy prostates but is often elevated in the presence of
prostate cancer or other prostate disorders.35 PSA is not a
unique indicator of prostate cancer but may also detect
prostatitis or benign prostatic hyperplasia.36 In the United
States, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved
the PSA test for annual screening of prostate cancer in men of
age 50 and older. PSA levels between 4 and 10 ng/mL are
considered to be suspicious and consideration should be given
to conﬁrming the abnormal PSA with a repeat test or
alternative conﬁrmatory analysis.
In Figure 5, we used the EDC/NHS approach to simplify the
methodology and avoid prior conjugation of antibody receptors
with biotin linkers, in order not to jeopardize aﬃnity. Thus, the
2640
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sensitivity shown by the PSA sensor is deemed suitable for
detecting serum PSA since aﬀected patients have levels greater
than 4 ng/mL (4−20 ng/mL) range and we clearly can
measure suﬃcient LSPR changes for such concentrations. The
combined detection of both AFP and PSA can be seen in
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information.
This work highlights the synergy of many scientiﬁc
disciplines such as plasmonics, micro- and nanofabrication,
microﬂuidics, optics, surface chemistry, and immunology. It is
through the amalgamation of all of these ﬁelds that we have
presented for the ﬁrst time a functional LSPR-based device that
can answer many of the contemporary market demands. The
generic nature of this biosensing platform allows for parallel
analyses of cancer markers in a rapid, automated, and accurate
manner and all under simple 50% dilution of the serum sample.
The microﬂuidic degree of integration could also be up-scaled
to achieve higher throughput and make the device suitable for
multiple marker, simultaneous calibration, and detection within
a single chip, thus fulﬁlling a true lab-on-a-chip or total analysis
system (μTAS) criteria.
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1) Substrate
The sensing elements of our opto-fluidic device consist of gold nanorod periodic arrays,
with x-period being fixed to 800 nm and y-period to 400 nm. The periodicity is chosen in
order to diminish every possible interaction effects due to far-field as well as near-field
coupling among neighboring nanorods. The individual nanorod size is around 200x105 nm,
where the out-of-plane thickness is 50 nm. The extinction spectrum in water based
solutions shows the peak at 800 nm belonging to longitudinal dipolar mode and transversal
peak at 680 nm. For the sensing purpose the longitudinal mode is selected by appropriate
polarization of illuminating light (parallel to long axis or x-period). The sampled area is
circularly shaped with diameter of 35 µm, while the total size of nanorod arrays is 50×50
µm.
The active plasmonic substrates are fabricated by standard electron beam lithography
(EBL) – reactive ion etching (RIE) process, described in our previous publications.1
Namely, on a clean glass substrate, 1 nm of Ti is electron beam deposited in high vacuum,

followed by a 50 nm gold layer through thermal deposition. The electron beam negative
resist (AR-N 7520.073) is spin coated up to thickness of 60 nm. After the resist patterning
by EB, the samples are developed, nitrogen dried and baked during 1 h at 130 degrees. The
pattern is transferred into gold layer by the means of RIE with Ar gas. Finally, the
remaining resist has been removed by mild oxygen plasma. Immediately after the
fabrication process is done, the substrates were placed inside hermetically closed chambers
with pre-determined SAM solutions during prolonged periods.

2) PDMS chip fabrication
For liquid delivery and control we employed active PDMS microfluidic designs based on
micro-mechanical valves. The valves are actuated by applying pressure to control layer
lines, which provokes expansion of the channel that collapses the underneath flow channel
separated by elastic 20 µm thick membrane. Once the pressure in control lines is released,
the elasticity of the membrane together with the pressure applied to flow lines act to deflect
the membrane back into the idle state.
Fabrication of active PDMS networks is adopted from the Quake2,3 group and is
summarized as following:
After the microfluidic network functionality is defined (flow paths, valve positions, chipoperation protocols) the masks for optical lithography for flow and control layers separately
are fabricated in Cr by laser writer exposure and subsequent Cr etching. For the flow layer
mold, we deposit around 15-16 µm thick layer of photo-sensitive positive AZ926 resist by
multiple spin coating procedure onto a 4 inch wafer. For the control layer the resist of

choice is negative photo-resist SU8-25. After UV exposure, the patterns are developed in
dedicated developers and dried. The control layer mask is baked during 1h to make
patterned SU8 stronger, while the flow layer mold is baked at 160 degrees during 20 min to
reshape the trench (imprints of channels) cross-sections from rectangular to semi-circular
by resist reflow. This is the requirement for efficient valve actuation.
Once the molds are ready, PDMS mixtures of 5:1 and 20:1 PDMS base: curing agent were
prepared. The 20:1 mixture is spin coated onto flow-layer mold up to thickness of around
40 µm, while the 5:1 is poured over the control layer mold to give the final thickness of 5
mm. The molds with the PDMS coating were baked during 30 min at 80 degrees until the
partial cross-linking of the polymer occurs. The control network is cut, the inlet holes are
punched and the network is aligned over the flow layer to place the valves on their
predefined positions. The polymer cross-linking and the layer bonding were finished in the
oven at 80 degrees for 90 min run time. Finally, the chip frame is cut from the flow layer
mold, and the inlet and outlets were punched. This completes the fabrication steps of
PDMS active microfluidic device. The last remaining step is to assemble the opto-fluidic
device together, i.e., to align the plasmonic (active) regions within its designated areas of
microfluidic flow network. Once in contact, the device is baked at 50 degrees during 9 h in
order to seal the PDMS with glass.

3) Opto-pneumatics setup with software description
The experimental setup consists of home-made optical microscope in bright-field
transmission equipped with the scanning-element, VIS-NIR light source (Olympus) and an

ANDOR spectrometer. The light is passed through broad-band linear polarizer, a set of
irises and condenser lens to be focused on the nanorod arrays in the device. The extinct
light is directed toward the scanning element, and focused onto the fiber, that guides it to
the spectrometer. Two cameras were incorporated, one with low magnification that
encompasses all relevant features of the microfluidic device (full layout) and the highmagnification camera that images sample after the scanning element, for the purpose of
tracking and selection of the active sensors. The spectrometer and the scanning system are
controlled through home-developed Labview interface. The system performs extinction
peak and centroid tracking at the sampling rate of 10 Hz, which is limited by the read-out
time of our spectrometer. The software currently shows the real time centroid tracking
figures of maximum 32 sensors and plots additionally the instantaneous value of the
differences in the resonance between any selected points in time zero (baseline) and the last
set of points, showing in parallel the corresponding resonance shifts of simultaneously
tracked sensors. Additionally, the software stores the data for the subsequent more precise
data treatment, if necessary.
For the flow control, we have a set of 15 pneumatic valves that apply pressure to control
lines leading to valve actuation. The liquid samples, once loaded in the tubes are also
connected to a lower pressure level in comparison to control lines, but with better control of
the input pressure by special pressure regulators. The typical range of pressures for the
liquid flow is 2-3 PSI, while the control lines are pressurized with 15-20 PSI.

4) Modes of operation of the device
The functionality of the microfluidic delivery and control network is adjusted for our
scanning optical microscope. Our present device consist of 8 independent channels and due
to ability to actively control the fluid flow by a set of micro-mechanical valves, one can
define a few modes of operation that we are going to use for a sensor preparation as well as
during the sample interrogation steps.
The active plasmonic arrays are located within these 8 channels. Since the idea of our optofluidic concept is to consume as little of the reagents during sensor preparation and
operation to reduce the cost, waste, assay time and energy consumption, our device has two
most important modes of operation. For the sensor preparation we employ the pressure
driven flow from 1 of 6 inlets designated as ‘common inlets’, for the purpose of identical
parallel sensor preparation steps (buffer preconditioning and rinsing, bio-recognition
formation), while every sensing channel has its own inlet where the samples to be analyzed
can be loaded simultaneously to avoid any cross-contamination issues. When switching
between these modes, since we are employing pressure driven flows, the liquid changes its
flow direction and the flow velocity. During the sensor preparation steps, the liquid from
the common inlet is divided equally to 8 chambers, resulting in the constant pressure and
the velocity drop, in comparison to individual inlet situation, where the liquid is flowed
through its dedicated sensing channel towards the dedicated outlets. This normally results
in the resonance baseline drop or rise when switching between the operational modes, but
due to the presence of the control measurement, this effect is typically removed by
normalization protocol.

5) Monolayer Formation
To test the parallel real-time detection abilities of our system, we decided first to test the
detection of various concentration of streptavidin in the buffer solution. To capture
specifically streptavidin, we functionalized our nanoparticle arrays with biotin-expressing
self-assembling monolayer. To do so, substrates were placed in chambers filled with
methanolic solutions of 5 mM of mercapto-ethyleneglycol-biotinylated molecule. The SAM
molecule consist of thiol group (-SH), 11 carbon-chain for lateral interaction and SAM
packing, 6 ethylene-glycol units and biotin end group. The sensing curve (Figure S1) shows
that for the observed binding time of 85 min (under our flow conditions) the surface
saturation occurs for concentrations greater than 10 µg/mL. The minimum concentration
we measured was 1 ng/mL, and that was the minimum concentration we delivered onto our
sensor.

Figure S1. Real-time LSPR curves for one set of data (n=8) shown in Figure 2, for the
binding of streptavidin (STV) to a biotin-PEG monolayer on gold. The arrow indicates the
initiation of washing and legend numbers are the concentration of STV in ng/mL.

Alternatively we also used 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA), 2.5 mM in methanolic
solution to form the monolayer. This allows for receptor loading on the sensor surface
through the binding between amine reactive groups of the antibody and activated carboxyl
groups of MUA by the EDC/NHS reaction. In order to facilitate the linkage of protein, we
used carbodiimide chemistry utilizing N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (NHS) in MES buffer
and bind antibodies through their lysine moiety, again by flowing the receptor solution in
PBS buffer.

6) Model system (Immunoglobulin detection)
Due to the specific morphology and role of antibodies in the host defense, the
immobilization of antibodies on the transducer surface typically results in the loss of
immunoreactivity, among other problems. Due to the well-known decay of evanescent
fields, it is beneficial if the proximity of the targeted molecule to the sensor is minimal in
label-free detection. While the distance between the biotin and the sensor surface for
streptavidin detection is just around 2 nm, in the real systems due to finite size of whole
antibodies (10-15 nm), the sensitivity is expected to be reduced.

The model system we have chosen consist of immunoglobulin G from rabbit (polyclonal
Rb-IgG) that acts as our receptor, used to detect the antigen, goat-anti-Rb IgG. The original
route for Rb-IgG immobilization that we choose here is through the use of a biotin linker.
The sensor is prepared identically as for the streptavidin detection. Since streptavidin has 4biotin binding sites, half of it sites are expressed toward the channel volume upon its
immobilization. Such a surface is now ready to bind any biotin moiety passing nearby.
Rabbit IgG was labeled with biotin linkers using biotinamidohexanoic acid-NHS (SigmaAldrich) with an average of 3 biotins per molecule (determined by HABA/avidin
quantification kit for biotin).
Alternatively, as described in section 5, Rb-IgG was directly loaded to the sensor
using MUA surfaces and EDC/NHS, i.e. without the need for any cross-linkers. Thus, after
Rb-IgG immobilization by either method, antigen is flowed together with 50 % serum
(sterile filtered, 0.8 µm). A background signal correction was also measured (zero antigen).
Typically, serum is flowed to stabilize the resonant peak (base line). All the steps during
the sensor preparations are monitored in real-time (see figure S2). Once a stable base line is
noted, 50% serum solutions spiked with different concentrations of antigen were introduced
to different channels and the response of the sensor is shown in the Figure 4 of the
manuscript.

Figure S2. Performance (reproducibility) of LSPR multiplexed Biosensor Chip for various
binding steps in the sensor preparation. Insets represents all real-time curves for the 8
channels analyzed (n = 16 per channel).

An example of the real-time curves obtained for the direct detection of model analyte is
shown in Figure S3 for concentrations in the range 10 – 50,000 ng/mL. Each concentration
consists of up to 3 sensor measurements as shown in the figure. The time of measurement
in this particular case was set to 30 minutes.

Figure S3. Real-time LSPR curves for one set of data (N=16) shown in Figure 4, for the
detection of model analyte to an EDC/NHS prepared receptor layer (Rb-IgG) on gold. The
legend numbers are the concentration of analyte in ng/mL.

7) AFP and PSA detection
For simplicity and to maintain immunoreactivity as best we can, we couple either anti-AFP
(or anti-PSA) monoclonal antibodies to the carboxylated surface via EDC/NHS reaction.
The recognition layer formation is monitored in real time, where the sequence was the
described previously (section 5). Then 100 µg/mL of mAb in 10 mM PBS buffer was
flowed. To assess the minimum antigen levels that can be detected with this biorecognition,
various concentrations were flowed of AFP and/or PSA in human serum diluted 1:1 in PBS
buffer solutions. In both cases direct detection of antigen is possible but enhanced response
is noted for both when we introduce a secondary antibody to form a sandwich. Within only

a few minutes of flowing the secondary antibody, the LOD is clearly seen in the 0.5 – 1
ng/mL range in Figure S4.

Figure S4. Real-time LSPR curves for the detection of AFP cancer marker in serum to an
EDC/NHS prepared receptor layer (anti-AFP mAb) on gold, in the low concentration range
(0.5 – 100 ng/mL). The legend numbers in the inset are the concentration of analyte in
ng/mL.

Real-time LSPR curves for PSA detection can be seen in Figure S5 for which the data was
depicted in Figure 5b in the manuscript. As can be seen, the reproducibility of each
measurement is excellent (Figure S6) for either marker over all concentrations.

Figure S5. Real-time LSPR curves for the detection of PSA cancer marker in serum to an
EDC/NHS prepared receptor layer (anti-PSA mAb) on gold. The legend numbers are the
concentration of analyte in ng/mL.

Figure S6. Multiplexed Biosensor Chip (LSPR response) for the detection of alpha feto
protein and prostate specific antigen cancer markers in 50% human serum. Overlay of data
in Figures 5a and 5b of the manuscript.
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